Week 6 ~~ 10 September 2021
STUDENTS – 844
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FACULTY/STAFF - 81
Full Time Faculty: 68

Part Time Faculty: 3

Full Time Staff: 8

Part Time Staff: 2

9/11 Art!!
Major Barlow’s Art students have been busy preparing the 9/11 20th Anniversary memorial wall. The high school art
club members designed the idea for the project in small groups. They then selected their favorite design by combining
several of the students' ideas to hang on the wall in the gallery space outside the OCB Art Room. The art enrichment
class finished the design this past week. The 7th graders took on
the responsibility of hanging the artwork. They had to measure
the wall space to make sure the mural would fit the area, adjust
the artwork, hang the mural, and then place spotlights on the
twin towers to illuminate them. We will never forget and
through art we will always remember the sacrifices many made
since September 11, 2001.

20th Anniversary of 911 – We Remember!
We were truly proud to participate in our traditional 9/11 ceremony at morning formation and remember and honor
those who perished on that fateful day in 2001 and those who have perished since that day protecting and defending
our way of life. We welcomed back to campus Mr. Rob Posner, CEO of NewDayUSA, and Mr. Mo Oursler, COO of
NewDayUSA and are grateful that they traveled from Maryland to participate in our ceremony. We are also thankful for
NewDayUSA’s commitment to so many veterans and their families demonstrated through the award of the 27 th
NewDayUSA Allen B. Posner Scholarship to kindergartner Greyson Smith. Thanks to so many of our law enforcement and
first responders for joining us for our 20th Anniversary tribute.

Drone:
Major Lerzo’s students are improving their piloting
skills in our drone enrichment class. Students have
learned how to fly three different drones and have
begun to learn the basics of photography. One
student took this beautiful photo of GMC’s Old
Capitol Building on Thursday.

State Champion Soccer Rings!
Congratulations to our 2020-2021 Boys Soccer Team for
winning Back to Back State Class A Public Championships!
They were recently presented with their State Champion
Team Rings! It was also wonderful to see our graduates
who participated on the team last year. We look forward to
seeing our boys and girls teams in action again next spring!

Jr. Bulldogs Open Season!
With a record number of players and coaches, the Jr. Bulldogs
football team and cheerleaders opened their season this week
against Gatewood. In front of a packed home crowd filled with
cheering family and friends and great food from our Bulldog
Club concession stand, the Pups represented GMC Prep in
grand fashion! Thanks to their coaches for volunteering their
time to build character into our young students! They play
next week at Trinity in Dublin, GA at 6 pm.

Lucky Locker Thursday!
Congratulations to Kyla Reddick (9th) who is our Lucky Locker Thursday winner!
Kyla had her locker properly locked and secured during our random check!
Thanks for being a great Bulldog!! And thanks to SONIC Drive-In for sponsoring
this initiative!
Operation Honor Code:
Congratulations to Cade Brooks (8)
who returned a $20 bill to the front
office. Cade found it in the hallway
after Dr. Greer placed it there for
another round of Operation Honor
Code! Thanks for embracing the
Honor Code and enjoy the flash cash!

Mouse Trap Propulsion!
Major Barnes’ Honors Physics students have been studying
one-dimensional horizontal motion which includes the
study of displacement, speed, velocity, and acceleration. To
demonstrate their understanding of these concepts, the
students were tasked to build a mousetrap racecar that is
powered solely by the mousetrap and a lever. They had to
design and build a car that travels a minimum of 3 meters.

Then, they analyzed the motion of the car including its
velocity, acceleration, the amount of friction that affected
the motion, and the energy involved in the motion of the
car. All cars traveled the minimum distance, and 3
exceeded 10 meters!

Student Vaccines:
Thirty-three students
between the ages of 12-18
received their first Covid-19
Vaccine today in our first
ever vaccine clinic open to
students. Thanks to CORE
for coming out and helping
our students Stay safe!

Density Lab:
Major Mason’s class completed a density lab consisting of
three data gathering activities using blocks of different
substances. Students used their knowledge of density to
predict and then test which blocks would sink or float
when placed in water and determined the mass, volume,
and density of each block. Students also investigated the
relationship between the mass, volume, and density of a
single substance.

9/11 Speech Rhetorical Analysis:
Major Roberts’ AP Language and Composition class worked in groups to practice rhetorical analysis using former
president George Bush’s Oval Office speech on 9/11. First, students read the speech and annotated it individually as
practice for the AP Exam. The class viewed the delivery of the speech from 2001, and then students were grouped
together at giant sticky note stations where they created thesis statements and outlined a rhetorical analysis essay.

Bulldog Dash:
Our Cross-Country team hosted the first Bulldog Dash Cross Country meet at Council Farms with over 1100 runners and
50 teams! Thanks to our Athletic Director, LTC Grodecki, and our Bulldog Club for setting up and supporting the race
with our concession stand. Also, a special thanks to our Junior College ROTC program for providing Cadets to help guide
spectators and ensure parking went smoothly and to our Engineering Department for providing the PAK-75 Cannon to
start the races. Congratulations to all our Cross-Country Runners and Coaches for a wonderful extra-curricular event!

Barbie Doll Bungee Jumping!
Major Rochon’s AP STATS class created their annual Barbie Doll
Bungee event as a way to learn scatter plotting. Utilizing a Barbie Doll,
tape measure, and 7 rubber bands of varying sizes, students
attempted 7 bungee jumps and increased the number of bands by one
each time. They recorded the distance of the fall and attempted to
determine how far the doll could fall safely from 5.3 meters. Using
their recorded measurements, they identified the explanatory and
response variables, used quantitative data, and created a linear
scatterplot diagram using their calculators. Once again, no Barbies
were harmed in this experiment!

Professional Learning Community:
One of our strategic initiatives this year to support student
success is Professional Learning! We formed a Professional
Learning Community (PLC) with volunteer teachers who
agreed to serve as cohort leaders. We surveyed the entire
staff and faculty to determine what they felt were the most
important topics. Using topics presented in the survey,
committee members selected and are working to design
their professional learning plan.
Next week we will send out summaries of each cohort topic
for teachers to review and begin to decide what topics
most interest them. For our first Professional Learning day
(September 22) we will do “speed dating” with the cohorts.
Faculty members will visit classrooms in Usery where
cohort leaders will present information and answer
questions about their professional learning topics, then
faculty will choose their cohort.
Each cohort (all members) will be continually collecting, analyzing, and publishing data—how are they using their
newfound knowledge, how is it going, what is working, what is not working, how can it benefit students, etc. Teachers
(all members) will be completing professional learning plans each year.
We are very excited about the professional collaboration and the committee members are eager to learn, share, and
experience together! Stay tuned for more updates on our PLCs!!

See you on the 17th!

